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"Gr. 5-9. From the invention of the lodestone...to using magnetic know-how within the Magnet
Science house program, this Magnet Science in actual fact written e-book introduces the
technology of magnets. Throughout, Magnet Science factors of clinical ideas are elevated
through actions that exhibit the concepts. those actions differ from easy to useful to playful to
out-of-this-world....A sturdy advent to magnets."--Booklist. "Gr. 4-9--An super invaluable
offering....All actions are good diagrammed, and abundant security directions are given."--SLJ.
"...fascinating hands-on experiments...a well-planned, well-organized book...."--Science Bks &
movies -starred review. 128 pages, a hundred b/w Magnet Science illus., five 3/8 x eight 1/4.
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